
The vast majority of aftermarket hydroboosts are sold without the vital pieces to make the unit 
work. We think that’s wrong and every hydroboost unit Power Brake Sales sells is complete! 
That being said there are a number of mechanics and gearheads who search for these vital parts 
in vain. Well you can stop searching because you have found your missing hydroboost parts!   

ATTENTION!!!   THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SIZES AVAILABLE 
And THREE AVAILABLE KITS! 

 “Small” kits are for bore measurements 1.6-1.65”  (~1 5/8”)      Part #129496SH-Kit  
 “Large” kits are for bore measurements 1.8-1.85”  (~1 ¾”)        Part #129496BH-Kit  
 “Universal” kits include the “Spider” part for both sizes             Part #129496BSU-Kit 

DO NOT GUESS –MEASURE THE BORE 

Power Brake Sales offers both size kits and individual parts so we can supply what you need. 
Our kits include the following with either the small or large spider/retainer, or both: 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
Spring 129839 
Spider / Retainer Small  1.6” bore 2771165 
Spider / Retainer Big     1.8” bore 2772210 
Baffle 129596 
Long Pushrod*** 129496 
Centering Disc 129496D 
Instructions HB M/C Kit instructions 

***Refer to the back page for additional information on the pushrod 



***Long Pushrod information: 

Since the first automotive/truck hydroboosts started showing up in the early 1970’s there have 
been many, frankly way too many, lengths of pushrods. Hydroboost pushrod lengths can vary as 
much as 3” depending on the year and vehicle and sometimes change more than once in the 
same production year!  

Power Brake Sales has taken a common sense approach to this pushrod issue by supplying the 
longest length pushrod we are aware of in the last 50 years. We do this to help keep costs down 
for both of us and still supply 99% of the pushrods needed (there is always a 1% chance we 
haven’t seen everything). 

What this means for you is some measuring and cutting. The included instructions will tell you 
how to properly accomplish this small step.  

Now that you know more than you ever wanted to know about pushrods Thanks for your time 
and for choosing Power Brake Sales as one of your automotive suppliers.  

Respectfully, 

“The Girls” 

Kathy & Sandra 

Power Brake Sales Owners 




